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Abstract: In modern machineries, the motion and power need to be transferred from one shaft to other for various 

and complex activities. Also, it is essential to achieve such objectives with maximum efficiency and minimum cost. 

For transmitting power between different orientations of shaft, various medium like belt, chain and especially 

gears are used. But due to cost of manufacture of gear, interchangeability in parts and very limited shaft 

orientations, need arises for an alternative system. In this project a Gearless power transmission system has been 

studied, a possible gearless power transmission layout is designed and developed where it can transmit power from 

one shaft to other without any gear being used. This project deals with transmission of power from one shaft to 

other at right angle by means of sliding links that form revolute pair with the hub. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

In modern world the living standard of human being were developed by adopting more and more equipment and 

technology. Today’s world requires power or motion on each and every field. An essential requirement of the present 

world is to achieve the objectives with maximum efficiency at minimum cost. To achieve higher efficiency, proper power 

transmission is the prime concern of modern era. If someone wants to transfer power efficiently from its source of 

generation to the required place to obtain required task, then power transmission is vital concern. Different types of 

medium like chain-sprocket, belt-pulley, friction drive, hydraulic coupling and gears are used to transmit power between 

two shafts. Some of them are used to transmit power within a short distance like gears or couplings . Belt- pulley or chain-

sprocket is another type of transmitting mechanism where the power can be transmitted to a long distance. A belt is a 

looped strip of flexible material used to mechanically link two or more rotating shafts. Belt drives are used as the source 

of motion transfer efficiently or to track relative movement. Another type of transmitting drive exits which is known as 

friction drive. A friction drive or friction engine is a type of transmission that, instead of a chain and sprockets, uses two 

wheels in the transmission to transfer power to the driving wheels. But in friction drive system, the problem with this type 

of system is that they are not very efficient .  

In this project a gearless power transmission system has been developed for transmitting motion at right angle without 

using any gears. This method may be a rattling mechanism that carries force through 90° bends . For that el-bow 

mechanism is used which is an ingenious link mechanism of kinematic chain principle and slide. Based on these ideas, the 

following objectives can be summarized for this project. 

• To design and construct a model gearless power transmission mechanism. 

• Performance test of the constructed model of gearless power transmission mechanism. 

2.   GEARLESS POWER TRANSMISSION 

This system is used to drive the machine without using any gear. The gearless transmission or El-bow mechanism is a 

device for transmitting motion at any fixed angle between the driving and driven shaft. This system consists of number of 

links that would be within three to nine. The more the number of links, the smoother is the operation. These links slide 

inside hollow cylindrical hub thus formatting a sliding pair. This mechanism has three such sliding pair. These links are 

placed in a hole in the cylindrical hub and are fastened at 120° to each other. 
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The input shaft power is supplied by an electric motor. The working mechanism of the gearless power transmission 

system will be understood from the schematic diagram and photographic view as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. An 

unconventional form of transmission of power on shaft located at an angle. Motion is transmitted from driving to the 

driven shaft through the links which are bent to conform to the angles between the shafts. These links are located at the 

holes equally spaced around a cylindrical hub and they are free to slide in and out as the shaft rotates. This type of drive is 

especially suitable where quite operation at high speed is essential but only recommended for low torque operation. The 

operation of this transmission will be apparent by the action of one link during a revolution. It is assumed that as the 

driving shaft is rotating clockwise, the driven shaft will rotate counter clockwise. As shaft turns through half revolution, 

the link slides out from both driving shaft and driven shaft and at that time the link will be at the top position between two 

shafts. Then during the remaining half this link slide inwards until it again reaches to inner most position as shown in Fig. 

1. In the meanwhile the other links have of course passed through the same cycle of movements all links are successively 

sliding inwards and outwards. Although this illustration shows a right angle transmission, this drive can be applied also to 

shafts located at intermediate angle between 0° and 90 °. 

 

Fig. 1: Schematic arrangement of Gearless Power Transmission System 

 

Fig. 2: Photographic view of Gearless Power Transmission 

2.1. Comparison between Gear and Gearless drive 

It is seen that gearless drive differs to a great extent not only in their manufacturing method or working principle but also 

in other aspect. These aspects are briefly discussed below: 

Manufacturing method: Gears are made on special purpose machines. Hence, they are costly to manufacture and there is 

no interchangeability. The gearless drive has this advantage that it is machined and made on conventional machines and it 

gives freedom of interchangeability. 
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Causes of failure: The varied forms of failures like indentation, corrosion, erosion, fatigue etc. occurs in gear drive 

system. Cause of the wearing of the gear tooth resulting in the tooth leads to the replacement of the entire gear set, which 

is very expensive. The failure will be present in the gearless drive also but the result of those will be not be as severe as in 

the case of geared one. Again only defected link/links replacement needs to be done. 

Lubrication and Cooling: In gearless drive the lubrication and cooling system is simple and easy where as the lubrication 

system in gear drive system is complex. Again cooling is a big issue in gear drive system . 

2.2. Basic Components 

The basic component required to establish the gearless power transmission system is: an AC motor, V-belt, Shaft and 

cylindrical hub, Elbow links and Bearings. A systematic arrangement of Gearless power transmission system having of all 

its component is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3: Schematic arrangement of the final assembly. 

3.   LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Gearless mechanism is a link mechanism of slider and pair, also known as El-bow mechanism. The component is 

exceptionally valuable for cornering or transmitting movements at right angle. However in certain mechanical application 

gearless transmission at right angle can likewise work at insensitive or exact edge plane and can be contrasted with worm 

and worm rigging or slant and pinion gear which are constantly utilized as a part of the business for various application. 

Similarly high proficiency between the info and the  yield power shafts as to the rigging efficiencies. 

The motion study and simulation of various mechanisms has been frequently studied for several years. Prof. 

MahanteshTanodi performed experiments on the gearless power transmission offset parallel shaft coupling [3]. Amit 

Kumar and Mukhesh Kumar developed the gearless power transmission between the skew shafts (SRRS mechanism) [4]. 

Hassanzadeh et. al. performed kinematic and kinetic study of Rescue Robot [5]. Gadhia Utsav D. has given the Quarter 

model of Wagon-R car’s rear suspension by making analysis on ADAMS software [6]. However, there hasn’t been 

performed any study to sort out problems on gearless transmission mechanism. Gearless transmission for speed reduction 

through rolling motion induced by wobbing motion, Us [7]. Assad Anis carried out analysis of Slider Crank Mechanism 

on ADAMS Software package [8]. A. A. Yazdani performed Multi- body Dynamics Simulation of an Integrated Landing 

Gear System using ADAMS-MSC software [9]. Ranjbarkohan et. al. made use of ADAMS software package and 

Newton’s laws for analyzing the behavior of slider crank mechanism and investigated the effect of engine rpm on 

connecting link and crankshaft. 
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4.   DESIGN DETAILS 

Design consideration 

According to [12], some parameters were assumed which are as follows: 

Input motor power = 0.75 hp at 1440 rpm; hub diameter inner = 32 mm, Outer = 92 mm, Length of hub = 82 mm; Length 

of the elbow link = 204 mm and No. of Elbow links = 3. Shaft diameter = 25 mm. 

For functioning of the machine and also for testing of the mechanism some calculation are necessary. 

Torque Calculation 

Assuming motor of 0.75 hp which was available in the laboratory and the torque available was 559.5 N.m. 

With rated motor rpm of 1440 rpm, the required transmitted torque was calculated using the Eq. (1). 

                                 P = 2πn/60                          - - - - - - - - - - - (1) 

Design of Shaft 

The stresses normally adopted in shaft design [11] are: max. tensile stress = 60 × 10
6
 N/m

2
 and max.  shear stress = 40 × 

10
6
 N/m

2
. The shaft shear stress was evaluated using Eq. (2). 

S = 16T/πD³                              - - - - - - - - - - (2) 

Considering 25 % overload, Tmax was 4.6375 N.m. 

 

As the shaft is subject to torsional stress, the shaft diameter was calculated using Eq. (3). 

T = π*S*D³/16                - - - - - - - - - - (3) 

Taking factor of safety of 2.5, the shaft diameter was 21 mm. In actual construction 25 mm was taken. 

Design of the Hub 

Considering hub internal diameter is 32 mm and outer diameter is 92 mm and length is 82mm, the mass of the system is 

28 kg. 

It is known that force, F = mg = 275 N. The bending stress of the hub was evaluated using Eq. (4). 

   
    

  
    

          - - - - - - - - - - (4) 

So, the calculated value of bending stress is 37.84 × 10
3
 N/m. 

Design of the Elbow Link 

It is known that the same torque will be transmitted to elbow link. So, torque on each elbow link will be total torque 

divided by 3 and it will be 1.5458 N.m. Thus, the elbow link diameter would be obtained by using Eq. (5). 

  
       

 

  
- - - - - - - - - - (5) 

Considering factor of safety of 1.5, the diameter of the link will be 8.626 mm. In actual 8.5 mm was chosen. The bending 

stress on the link was evaluated using Eq. (6). 

  
  

  
-  - - - - - - - - - (6) 

It is known that, the section modulus for circular rod [13], 

  
   

  
- - - - - - - - - - (7) 

The calculated value of section modulus can be obtained by using eq. (7) was 60.29× 10
6
 kg/m

2
. So  the calculated value 

of bending stress on the link [using Eq. (3)] was 473 × 10
6
 N/m

2
. 
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5.   CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL 

Finally all the components and parts of the project were constructed using locally available materials and are mounted on 

a frame. The motor available in the lab was used in this project. The hubs and links were fabricated in the lab. The 

bearings and pulleys were purchased from local market. Fig. 4, shows the final constructed model or assembly of the 

gearless power  transmission system in right angles. 

 

Fig. 4: Photographic view of Final setup of the project 

6.   CONCLUSION 

This project looks very simple and easy to construct but actually was difficult to conceive and imagine without seeing an 

actual one. Hence, it has been mold to present this project at 90o (El-bow mechanism) only. This system runs well and 

transmits the power in an angular direction when appropriate links are used with little loss. The system has the freedom of 

interchangeability and most important thing is its low manufacturing cost. This system does not work at very low 

transmitting torque. Improper drilled hole may cause problem, and sudden load may break down the mechanism. The 

speed ratio of the mechanism is almost 1:1.  
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